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A-1 
A-1 maharathis 
Absolutely pure diamond 
Accurate Brahmins 
Accurate effort-maker 
Accurate family 
Accurate idol 
Achalgar 
Actor 
Actor of the unlimited drama 
Actor soul 
Actors 
Actors of heaven 
Actors of the Drama 
Adoption 
Adopted children 
Adopted children of Shiv Baba 
Adopted mouth-born progeny 
Advisors 
Agents 
Alert guards 
Allah 
All-round actors 
All-round flying bird 
All-round ones 
All-round server 
All-round serviceable child 
All-rounder 
Almighty authority 
Alokik being 
Alokik children 
Alokik soul 
Astral stars 
Altruistic 
Altruistic merciful souls 
Altruistic yogi 
Ancestor children 
Ancestors 
Ancestors of all human souls 
Ancestors of the souls of the 
entire world 
Ancient deity religion 
Angad 
Angel 
Angel of heaven 
Angel of knowledge 
Angelic soul 
Angels of Indraprasth 
Antaryami (the one who lives 
within) 
Arjuna 
Army 
Army of Jagadamba 
Army of elephants 
Army of Shiva 

Army of the ones who spin the 
the discus of self-realisation 
Artist 
Aryans 
Assistant surgeon 
Assistant teacher 
Attractive 
Atma 
Authorities 
Authorities of knowledge 
Authority of bhakti 
Authority of knowledge 
Authority of religion 
Authority of self-sovereignty 
Authority of the new knowledge 
Avyakt angel 
Avyakt image 
 
B.K. 
Baba’s adopted children 
Baba’s beloved and lovely 
children 
Baba’s beloved children 
Baba’s child 
Baba’s companion 
Baba’s complete helpers 
Baba’s creation 
Baba’s especially beloved 
children 
Baba’s eternal children 
Baba’s family 
Baba’s helpers 
Baba’s jewels 
Baba’s obedient child 
Baba’s own children 
Baba’s right hand 
Baba’s specially loved child 
Baba’s students 
Baba’s true helpers 
Baba’s unshakable and 
immovable soul 
Baba’s worthy child 
Backbones 
Bandhan-mukt (free from 
bondage) 
BapDada’s helpers in His task 
BapDada’s specially loved 
children 
Basant 
Bead 
Bead of My (Gods) rosary 
Beads of the rosary (of victory) 
Beads of the rosary of Rudra 
Beauty of the Father’s house 
Beautiful 

Beautiful deities 
Beautiful flowers 
Beautiful ones 
Beautiful people 
Beautiful princesses 
Beautiful residents of heaven 
Beggars 
Beings of light who dispel 
darkness 
Beloved Brahmins 
Beloved children 
Beloved children of Shiv Baba 
Beloved long-lost and now- 
found decoration of the 
Beloved royal children 
Beloved spiritual children 
Benefactor 
Benefactor (children) 
Benefactor children of the 
Benefactor Father 
Benefactor of the self 
Benefactors for all souls 
Benefactors for the self 
Benevolent souls 
Best of all 
Bestower of blessings 
Bestower of divine vision 
Bestower of fortune 
Bestower of peace 
Bestower of respect 
Bestower who gives to others 
Bestower who gives to the 
world 
Bestowers of good wishes and 
pure feelings 
Bestowers of happiness 
Bhagats 
Bhagats of the one God 
Bindu 
Blessed soul 
Blessed souls 
Blotting paper 
Boats 
Bodiless 
Bodiless soul 
Bodiless resident of 
Paramdham 
Brahma Baba’s children 
Brahma Baba’s companion 
Brahma dynasty 
Brahmachari 
Brahmaris (buzzing moths) 
Brahmin child 
Brahmin children 
Brahmin clan 
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Brahmin clan of the confluence 
age 
Brahmin community 
Brahmin family 
Brahmin instrument soul 
Brahmin people 
Brahmin religion 
Brahmin teachers 
Brahmini (Brahmin teacher) 
Brahmins 
Brahmins of the most 
auspicious confluence age 
Brave courageous ones 
Brave lionesses 
Brave soldiers 
Brave warriors 
Brick in the building 
Brides 
Brides of the one Bridegroom 
Brothers 
Buddhi yogis 
Buds 
Bulbs 
Businessman 
Business people 
Businessmen 
Buzzing moths 
 
Canal 
Captains 
Carefree 
Carefree emperor 
Carefree kings 
Carefree soul 
Chancellor 
Charioteer 
Charioteer of your chariot 
Charitable soul 
Charitravan (one with a good 
character) 
Chatrak (mythical bird that 
drank nectar) 
Chaturbhuj (Four-armed 
image) 
Checker 
Checker of the self 
Checking master 
Cheerful 
Chief guests 
Chief justice of the chiefs 
Child (of the Father) 
Child of Baba 
Child of the Almighty Authority 
Child of the Master 

Child of the Master of the 
World 
Child of the Ocean of 
Forgiveness 
Child of the Ocean of Peace 
Child of the Point 
Children of Adi Dev 
Children of Allah 
Children of Amba and Baba 
Children of Bap and Dada 
Children of Bharat 
Children of Brahma 
Children of God 
Children of Gopi Vallabh 
Children of heaven 
Children of Jagadamba 
Children of Jagadamba 
and Jagadpita  
Children of Jagadpita 
Children of Mahavir 
Children of Mama and Baba 
Children of Murlidhar 
Children of One God 
Children of Prajapita Brahma 
Children of Rudra Shiv Baba 
Children of satyug 
Children of Shiv Baba 
Children of Shiva 
Children of Shivacharya (Shiva 
the Teacher) 
Children of Sukhdev 
Children of the Bestower (of 
Fortune) 
Children of the Bestower of 
Fortune 
Children of the Bestower of 
Happiness 
Children of the Boatman 
Children of the confluence age 
Children of the deities 
Children of the family 
Children of the Godly mission 
Children of the Great Death 
Children of the Greatest Father 
of all 
Children of the Guide 
Children of the Highest-on-
High Father 
Children of the Holiest of the 
Holy 
Children of the Imperishable 
Surgeon 
Children of the Innocent Lord 
Children of the Knowledge-full 
Father 

Children of the Lord and 
Master 
Children of the Merciful Father 
Children of the Messenger 
Children of the Murlidhar 
Children of the most Beloved 
Baba 
Children of the Mother and 
Father 
Children of the Ocean 
Children of the Ocean of 
Happiness 
Children of the Ocean of 
Knowledge 
Children of the Ocean of Love 
Children of the One Father 
Children of the One who is the 
most Worthy of Worship of all 
Children of the Powerful Father 
Children of the previous kalpa 
Children of the Satguru 
Children of the Supreme Soul 
Children of the Surgeon 
Children of the Teacher 
Children of the Truth 
Children of the Unlimited 
Spiritual Father 
Children of the unlimited 
treasures 
Children of the warriors 
Children of the World  
Children of the yagya 
Children of Vyas 
Children of Yogeshwar 
Civil-eyed 
Clan of Brahmins 
Clan of Krishna 
Clan of Shiva 
Clan of true Brahmins 
Clan of Vishnu 
Clean and pure deities 
Clean saplings 
Clean soul 
Clear divine star 
Clever children 
Clever ones 
Cleverest of all 
Clock 
Clock of time 
Close child of the Almighty 
Authority 
Close companion of BapDada 
Close companions of father 
Brahma 
Close jewel 
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Close soul 
Closest friends of all 
Clouds 
Clouds of knowledge 
Combined form 
Combined Shiv Shakti 
Commanders 
Community of Rama 
Community of Vishnu 
Companion 
Companion of everyone 
Companion of the Almighty 
Authority 
Companion of the Father 
Companions of unlimited 
service 
Complete 
Complete beggars 
Complete buddhu 
Complete devotees 
Complete flower 
Complete image 
Complete master of the world 
Complete moths 
Complete ocean of knowledge 
Complete oceans 
Complete philanthropists 
Complete Raja Yogi’s 
Complete renunciate 
Complete soul 
Complete with all attainments 
Complete with all ornaments 
Complete with all the divine 
virtues 
Complete, completely viceless 
and non-violent 
Completely faithful soul 
Completely viceless ones 
Completely viceless pure 
beings 
Confluence-aged Brahmin 
Confluence-aged Brahmin soul 
Confluence-aged Brahmins 
Confluence-aged king 
Confluenced-aged soul 
Conqueror of attachment 
Conqueror of lust 
Conqueror of matter 
Conqueror of Maya 
Conqueror of Maya and the 
elements 
Conqueror of obstacles 
Conqueror of sin 
Conqueror of sinful actions 
Conqueror of sleep 

Conqueror of the bondage of 
karma 
Conqueror of the kingdom of 
the world 
Conqueror of the physical 
senses 
Conqueror of the sleep of 
carelessness 
Conqueror of the world 
Conqueror of your mind 
Conquerors of the elements 
Conquerors of the fortune of 
the world 
Conquerors of the world 
Constant bestower of blessings 
Constant companion of the 
Father 
Constant companions 
Constant conquerors of Maya 
Constant donors 
Constant master bestower of 
fortune 
Constant rose 
Constant server 
Constant stable and 
immovable 
Constant yogi 
Constantly awakened light 
Constantly beloved, 
special,worthy children 
Constantly blooming spiritual 
rose 
Constantly burning flame 
Constantly content and 
cheerful 
Constantly easy Raja Yogi’s 
Constantly flying birds 
Constantly full and content 
Constantly healthy 
Constantly holy 
Constantly ignited light 
Constantly lovely 
Constantly loving soul 
Constantly powerful 
Constantly victorious soul 
Content souls 
Contented soul 
Contractors 
Cool and peaceful yogi 
Cool yogi 
Co-operative children 
Co-operative companion 
Co-operative companions of 
BapDada 
Co-operative soul 

Courageous 
Courageous children 
Courageous soul 
Courageous and victorious 
soul 
Cow 
Creator of the laws 
Creators of the sacrificial fire 
Crown of the Father’s head 
Crown of the forehead 
Crowned ones 
Crowned princes and 
princesses of the world 
 
Dattatrai (guru of deities) 
Daughters and sons of 
Jagadamba 
Daughters of Brahma 
Decoration of God 
Decoration of the Brahmin clan 
Decoration of the deity clan 
Decoration of the world 
Decoration of this unlimited 
home 
Decorations 
Deep and subtle effort-makers 
Deep effort-maker 
Deep yogis 
Deities 
Deities in the dynasty of Vishnu 
Deities like diamonds 
Deities of contentment 
Deities of coolness 
Deities of Happiness 
(Sukhdev) 
Deities of the land of 
happiness 
Deities of the land of 
immortality 
Deities of the land of Vishnu 
Deities of the sun dynasty 
Deities who conquered sin 
Deity community 
Deity dynasty 
Deity family 
Deity of all deities 
Deity of satyug 
Destroyer of attachment 
Destroyer of attachment to the 
whole world 
Destroyer of evil 
Destroyer of obstacles 
Destroyer of sins 
Detached 
Detached observer 
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Devotees 
Devotees who remember God 
Dharmatmas (righteous ones) 
Diamond lighthouses 
Diamonds 
Diamonds of the crown of the 
Brahmin family 
Diamonds of the garland 
around Baba’s neck 
Direct children 
Direct children of the Creator of 
the World 
Divine 
Divine being 
Divine children 
Divine clan 
Divine community 
Divine family 
Divine flower 
Divine gathering 
Divine idol 
Divine image that grants 
visions 
Divine jewel 
Divine mirror 
Divine star 
Doctors of the mind 
Donor 
Donor of all virtues 
Dot 
Double carefree 
Double foreigners 
Double social workers 
Double worship-worthy 
Double-crowned 
Double-crowned deities 
Double-crowned emperor and 
empress 
Double-crowned kings 
Double-crowned kings of kings 
Double-crowned masters of the 
world 
Double-crowned ones 
Double-crowned princes 
Double-crowned rulers 
Double-donors 
Double effort-making 
Pandavas 
Double-hero 
Double intense effort-makers 
Double-light 
Double-light angel 
Double-light souls 
Double-masters 
Double-saint 

Doubly non-violent 
Doubly non-violent army 
Doubly non-violent warriors 
Draupadis 
Drill teachers 
Dynasty of the righteous 
charitable souls 
Dynasty of Vishnu 
 
East effort-makers 
Easy natured 
Easy yogis 
Effort-maker 
Egoless soul 
Ekantwasi (those who remain 
in solitude) 
Elders 
Elephants 
Elevated actor 
Elevated and clear mirrors 
Elevated and equal souls 
Elevated and powerful soul 
Elevated and pure humans 
Elevated decoration of the 
Brahmin clan 
Elevated beings 
Elevated Brahmin 
Elevated co-operative souls 
Elevated deities 
Elevated divine brothers 
Elevated great donor 
Elevated hero actors 
Elevated human being 
Elevated masters of heaven 
Elevated masters of the world 
Elevated ones 
Elevated princes 
Elevated server 
Elevated soul of the confluence 
age 
Elevated souls 
Elevated souls with all rights 
Elevated stars 
Elevated student 
Embodied soul 
Embodiment of all attainments 
Embodiment of all divine 
virtues 
Embodiment of all experiences 
Embodiment of all the powers 
Embodiment of attainment 
Embodiment of all attainments 
Embodiment of authority 
Embodiment of awareness 

Embodiment of being a great 
donor 
Embodiment of bliss 
Embodiment of cleanliness 
Embodiment of constant 
cheerfulness 
Embodiment of contentment 
Embodiment of coolness 
Embodiment of dharna 
Embodiment of dharna and 
virtues 
Embodiment of divinity 
Embodiment of elevated 
attainment 
Embodiment of experiences 
Embodiment of happiness 
Embodiment of happiness and 
peace 
Embodiment of intense fire 
Embodiment of knowledge 
Embodiment of light 
Embodiment of love 
Embodiment of peace 
Embodiment of power 
Embodiment of remembrance 
Embodiment of renunciation 
and tapasya 
Embodiment of shakti 
Embodiment of silence 
Embodiment of solutions 
Embodiment of success 
Embodiment of support 
Embodiment of tapasya 
Embodiment of the essence 
Embodiment of the experience 
of all attainments 
Embodiment of the experience 
of every virtue 
Embodiment of the fruit of 
blessings 
Embodiment of the great 
mantra 
Embodiment of the inculcation 
of purity 
Embodiment of the power of 
truth 
Embodiment of the power to 
accommodate 
Embodiment of the teachings 
Embodiment of total success 
Embodiment of triple-
awareness 
Embodiment of truth 
Embodiment of truth, 
consciousness and bliss 
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Embodiment that grants 
blessings 
Embodiments of happiness 
Emperor 
Emperors and empresses of 
satyug 
Emperors and empresses of 
the sun and moon dynasties 
Emperors and empresses of 
the world 
Emperors and empresses of 
the world in the land of 
immortality 
Emperors of a carefree land 
Emperors of the carefree land 
Emperor of emperors 
Emperors of the emperors 
Emperors of the land of 
immortality 
Emperors of the land of truth 
Emperors of the land that is 
free from sorrow 
Emperors of the world 
Empress of the world 
Enlightened children of the 
enlightened ones 
Enlightened ones 
Enlightened soul 
Entertaining yogi 
Equal 
Equal bestower 
Equal servers 
Equal to a diamond 
Equal to BapDada 
Equal to the Father 
Equal to the father 
Equal to the father in all 
powers 
Essenceful spiritual server 
Essence-full ones 
Eternal actors 
Eternal children 
Eternal flame 
Eternal soul 
Ever pure 
Ever-beautiful 
Ever-happy 
Ever-lit lights 
Ever-pure valuable diamond 
Ever-ready 
Ever-wealthy 
Example 
Experienced souls 
Experts 
Extremely close souls 

Extremely lovely children 
Extremely loving 
Extremely small dot 
 
Face 
Fairies 
Faithful bride 
Faithful children 
Fakirs (wandering ascetics) 
Family of BapDada 
Family of special souls 
Fast effort-making soul 
Father Brahma’s companion 
Father’s army 
Fathers children 
Fathers companion 
Fathers royal children 
Favourite guides 
Fearless 
Fearless and carefree 
Female doll 
Few out of multi-millions 
Firm businessmen 
Firm yogis 
First-class flowers 
First creation 
First creation of the Highest on 
High Father 
First division 
First number souls 
First ones who rule 
First-class children 
First-class flowers 
First-class guides 
First-class salesmen 
First-class soul 
Flower 
Flowers of heaven 
Flowers of the deity religion 
Flowers of the new world 
Flying bird 
Flying yogi 
Followers 
Followers of God 
Foreigners 
Foremost pure ones 
Form of double-light 
Form of fire 
Form of Kali 
Form of light 
Form of light and might 
Fortune tellers 
Fortunate ones 
Fortunate soul 
Foundation 

Foundation of the entire tree 
Fragrant flower 
Fragrant king flowers 
Free from attachment 
Free from obstacles 
Friends 
Friends of the entire world 
Full Brahmins 
Future deities 
Future world emperor 
 
Ganges of knowledge 
Gardeners 
Garland around God’s neck 
Gathering of emperors 
Gem 
Generals 
Generous-hearted 
Generous-hearted great donor 
Genies 
Gift 
God Fatherly students 
Goddess of purity 
Goddess of wealth 
Goddess who bestows 
Goddesses of contentment 
Goddesses of coolness 
Goddesses of intense fire 
Goddesses of the confluence 
age 
Godly brothers and sisters 
Godly children 
Godly clan 
Godly community 
Godly family 
Godly family-type 
Godly government 
Godly-gyani soul 
Godly helper 
Godly helpers of the Father 
Godly jewel 
Godly members of the Godly 
mission 
Godly nightingale 
Godly rulers 
Godly student 
Gods and goddesses 
Gods and goddesses of 
knowledge 
God's children 
Gods friend 
God’s Government 
God’s grandsons and 
grandaughters 
Gods helpers 
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Gods student 
Golden chancellor 
Golden flower 
Golden sparrow 
Golden-aged and viceless 
Golden-aged deity 
Golden-aged double-crowned 
kings 
Golden-aged flower 
Golden-aged resident of 
heaven 
Good cloth 
Good clouds  
Good effort-making children 
Good flower 
Good maharathis 
Good salesmen 
Good sapling 
Good serviceable children 
Good shrewd children 
Good special children 
Good teacher 
Gopes and gopis 
Gopes and gopis of Gopi 
Vallabh 
Gopikas 
Grandchildren 
Grandchildren of Shiv Baba 
Grandchildren of the 
Grandfather 
Grandchildren of theSatguru 
Grandsons and 
granddaughters of Shiv Baba 
Grandaughters of Shiva 
Great 
Great and serviceable soul 
Great diplomats 
Great donor 
Great donor of all the treasures 
Great donor of virtues 
Great donor of words 
Great kings 
Great princes 
Great renunciates 
Great righteous soul 
Great rocket 
Great sacrifice 
Great souls 
Great tapaswi 
Great top-knot 
Great vaishnavs 
Great warriors 
Greatest ancestors 
Greatest and most elevated 
deity religion 

Greatest artists 
Greatest justice of all 
Greatest masters of the world 
Greatest of all ancestors 
Greatest of all worthy to be 
worshipped souls 
Greatly fortunate 
Grown-ups 
Guest 
Guides 
Guides of the One Guide 
Guides of the Pandav 
community 
Guides to heaven 
Guides to mukti and 
jeevanmukti 
Gyan gyansheswari 
Gyaneshwar 
Gyani and yogi soul 
Gyani person 
Gyani soul 
 
Handful out of multimillions 
Handles 
Hanuman 
Hanuman, the brave warrior 
Happy and yogi 
Happy masters of the world 
Happy souls 
Heirs 
Heirs of heaven 
Heirs of the Unlimited Father 
Heirs to heaven 
Heirs to the kingdom of the 
world 
Helper children 
Helpers 
Helpers in the task of 
establishment 
Helpers of God 
Helpers of the Godly 
goverment 
Helpers of the unlimited 
Government 
Hero actor 
Hero and Heroine 
Highest 
Highest and richest elevated 
souls 
Highest clan 
Highest deity religion of the 
completely virtuous ones who 
were sixteen celestial degrees  
Highest human beings of all 
Highest of all 

Highest of humans 
Highest soul 
Highest top knot 
Highest-on-high Brahmins 
Highest-on-high clan 
Highest-on-high diamonds 
Highest-on-high human beings 
Highest-on-high soul 
Highness 
His children 
His helpers 
Holders of the cycle of self-
realisation 
Holiest 
Holiest of the holy 
Holiness 
Holiness of the holy 
Holy 
Holy kings 
Holy nuns 
Holy souls 
Holy swans 
Honest children 
Horses 
House of light 
Human being with divine 
virtues 
Human bouquet 
Human souls 
Humble bestowers of 
happiness 
Humble instruments 
Humble soul 
Hundred per cent solvent 
Hunter 
 
Idol of contentment 
Ignited lamp 
Ignited lamp of BapDada’s 
hopes 
Ignited light 
Image for support 
Image of all virtues 
Image of perfection 
Image of renunciation and 
tapasya 
Image of satisfaction 
Image of success 
Image of support for bringing 
benefit 
Image of support for the world 
Image of support for world 
transformation 
Image of tapasya 
Image of the Father 
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Image of upliftment 
Image that attracts 
Image that grants blessings 
Image that grants visions 
Image that grants visions of 
angels 
Images of light 
Images of such unlimited 
disinterest 
Images of sweetness 
Immortal 
Immortal image 
Immortal soul 
Immortal star 
Immovable 
Imperishable 
Imperishable and immortal key 
Imperishable children of Shiv 
Baba 
Imperishable point of light 
Imperishable soul 
Important jewels 
Important serviceable 
maharathis 
Incarnation 
Incarnation of economy 
Incarnation of Shakti 
Incognito army 
Incognito donor 
Incognito government 
Incognito in the world 
Incognito, non-violent Shiv 
Shakti Army 
Incognito Pandav government 
Incognito soul 
Incognito warriors 
Incognito, true spiritual social 
workers 
Incognito, unknown and non-
violent warriors 
Incorporeal children of the 
Incorporeal Father 
Incorporeal children 
Incorporeal clan 
Incorporeal one 
Incorporeal soul 
Independent soldier 
Individual children 
Innocent children 
Innocent of Maya 
Innocent ones 
Instrument angel 
Instrument examples 
Instrument for the task of world 
benefit 

Instrument for world 
transformation 
Instrument mahavirs 
Instrument souls 
Instrument teacher 
Instruments 
Instruments for all souls 
Instruments for claiming the 
imperishable status 
Instruments for establishment 
Instruments for world service 
Instruments for world 
transformation 
Instruments of all the powers 
Instruments to bring benefit to 
the world 
Instruments to establish peace 
in the world 
Instruments to uplift the whole 
world 
Intense effort-maker 
Intoxicated beggar 
Intoxicated yogi (mast 
kalander) 
Invaluable 
Invaluable gem 
Invaluable jewel 
Inventors of the power of 
silence 
 
Jagadamba 
Janak 
Jasmine 
Jeevanmukt souls 
Jewel 
Jewel belonging to God 
Jewel of light 
Jewel of positive thoughts 
Jewel around the neck 
Jewel of BapDada’s eyes 
Jewel of BapDada’s forehead 
Jewel of contentment 
Jewel of My eyes 
Jewel of the Brahmin clan 
Jewel of the eyes 
Jewel of the forehead 
Jewel of the heart 
Jewel of the rosary 
Jewel of victory 
 
Kalangidhar (one who tolerates 
defamation) 
Kamdhenu (one who fulfills 
everyone’s desires) 
Karanhar (one who does) 

Karma yogi 
Karmateet soul 
King-child 
King flower 
King of the floor 
King of the new world 
King of the physical organs 
King of the world 
Kingly child 
Kings 
Kings and queens of heaven 
Kings and queens of the globe 
Kings and queens of the land 
of divinity 
Kings and queens of the sun 
dynasty 
Kings and queens who 
conquered attachment 
Kings at the confluence age 
Kings of flowers 
Kings of heaven 
Kings of kings 
Kings of your physical senses 
Kings who rule the globe 
Kings with complete power 
Kittens 
Knower of the three aspects of 
time 
Knowledgeable children 
Knowledgeable soul 
Knowledge-full 
Knowledge-full and powerful 
soul 
Knowledge-full in flying 
Knowledge-full observer 
Knowledge-full of Maya 
Kumaris 
Kumars 
Kumars and kumaris of 
Prajapita Brahma 
 
Lakshmi and Narayan 
Lamps 
Lamps of hope  
Lamps of the Brahmin clan 
Lamps of the clan who ignite 
the lamp of BapDada’s 
elevated hopes 
Laundryman 
Laundry-men 
Law-makers 
Lawyers of souls 
Lever clock 
Liberated souls 
Lieutenants 
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Life 
Light 
Light for the darkness 
Lights of BapaDada’s eyes 
Light of His eyes 
Light of the clan 
Light of the eyes 
Light of the world 
Lighthouse 
Lion 
Lioness 
Little children in heaven 
Little children of the Father 
Little dots 
Little ponds 
Living being 
Living (notice) board 
Living and walking museum 
Living beings 
Living certificate 
Living chatraks 
Living corpse 
Living diamond 
Living embodiment of power 
Living flowers 
Living jewel 
Living Lakshmi and Narayan 
Living lighthouse 
Living lighthouses 
Living masters of the world 
Living moths 
Living museums 
Living soul 
Living spark 
Living star 
Living toys 
Long-lost and now-found 
children 
Long-lost and now-found 
jewels of the eyes 
Long-lost and now-found ones 
Long-lost and now-found 
saligrams 
Lord 
Lords and ladies of divinity 
Lord of divinity 
Lords of Paradise 
Lords and ladies of nectar 
Lords of the Father 
Lords of the three worlds 
Lords who know the three 
worlds 
Lotus flower 
Loveful and lawful 
Lovely 

Lovely and sweet 
Lovely children 
Lovers 
Lovers of God 
Lovers of half a kalpa 
Lovers of the One Beloved 
Lovers of the one Supreme 
Father 
Lovers of the Supreme Soul 
Loving and beloved souls 
Loving and co-operative 
children 
Loving and detached 
Loving and detached world 
server 
Loving and powerful soul 
Loving children 
Loving long-lost and now-found 
beloved children 
Loving souls 
Luckiest and holiest  
children 
Luckiest stars 
Lucky and lovely 
Lucky few out of multi-millions 
Lucky stars of knowledge 
Lucky stars of the earth 
 
Magician 
Magnet 
Magnet of peace 
Magnifying glasses 
Magnolia 
Mahadani (great donor) 
Mahagyani (great 
knowledgeable ones) 
Mahakalis 
Maharaja (Great king) 
Maharathi children 
Maharathi serviceable children 
Maharathi warriors 
Maharathis 
Maharathis of the spiritual army 
Mahavir 
Mahavir effort-makers 
Mahavirs of the Pandav army 
Mahavirs who stay pure 
Mahayogi (great yogis) 
Main actors 
Main serviceable instrument 
Majors 
Makers 
Makers of the self 
Makers of the world of peace 
and happiness 

Makers of the world 
Male doll 
Managers 
Mares 
Maryada purshottam (elevated 
beings who follow the highest 
code of conduct) 
Mast kalander (intoxicated 
yogi) 
Master adi dev 
Master almighty authority 
Master bestower of blessings 
Master bestower of happiness 
Master bestower  of peace 
Master bestower of peace and 
power 
Master bestowers 
Master bestowers of support 
Master blissful 
Master boatman 
Master Brahma 
Master clever 
Master comforter of hearts 
Master creator 
Master creator world 
benefactors 
Master god 
Master janijananhar 
Master knowledge-full 
Master lawmakers 
Master liberator 
Master lords of the three 
worlds 
Master ocean 
Master ocean of all powers 
Master ocean of forgiveness 
Master ocean of happiness 
Master ocean of knowledge, 
love and bliss 
Master ocean of love 
Master ocean of peace 
Master of all Baba’s treasures 
Master of Baba’s property 
Master of Brahmand 
Master of Dwaraka 
Master of matter 
Master of Paradise 
Master of self-sovereignty 
Master of Shivalaya 
Master of the elements 
Master of the Father 
Master of the inheritance 
Master of the land of divinity 
Master of the land of Krishna 
Master of the land of peace 



Children’s Titles 
 

Master of the self 
Master of the unending 
treasure 
Master of the unlimited 
Master of the unlimited world 
Master of this body 
Master of this matter 
Master remover of sorrow 
Master satguru 
Master seed 
Master spiritual surgeon 
Master successful 
Master sun 
Master suns of knowledge 
Master supreme 
Master teacher 
Master trikaldarshi 
Master Trimurtis 
Master with all powers 
Master with the right to the 
Father’s inheritance 
Master 
Master world benefator 
Master world creators 
Masters in everything 
Masters of all the powers of the 
Father 
Masters of all the treasures of 
all attainments 
Masters of Bharat 
Masters of Brahmand 
Masters of creation 
Masters of heaven 
Masters of paradise 
Masters of satopradhan 
heaven 
Masters of Shiv Baba 
Masters of Shivalaya 
Masters of that paradise 
Masters of the beautiful world 
Masters of the body 
Masters of the Creator of the 
world 
Masters of the entire earth and 
sky 
Master of the Father’s property 
Masters of the future world 
Masters of the golden age 
Masters of the golden-aged 
land of divinity 
Masters of the golden-aged 
throne 
Masters of the Highest-on-High 
Father 
Masters of the home 

Masters of the kingdom of the 
world 
Masters of the land of divinity 
Masters of the land of 
happiness 
Masters of the land of 
immortality 
Masters of the land of Krishna 
Masters of the land of peace 
Masters of the land of peace 
and the land of happiness 
Masters of the land of silence 
and the land of happiness 
Masters of the land of truth 
Masters of the land of Vishnu 
Masters of the mind 
Masters of the new world of 
heaven 
Masters of the ocean of 
knowledge  
Masters of the perfect world 
Masters of the physical senses 
Masters of the pure world 
Masters of the treasure of all 
powers 
Masters of the treasure-store of 
all types of fortune 
Masters of the true land 
Masters of the unlimited 
Masters of the unlimited 
inheritance 
Masters of the viceless world 
Masters of the whole earth and 
sky 
Masters of the wonder of the 
world 
Masters of the world 
Masters of the world of heaven 
Masters of this inheritance 
Masters of vaikunth 
Masters with all the powers 
Mature children 
Maya-proof 
Meeras 
Members of a divine 
community 
Members of heaven 
Merciful and compassionate 
children 
Merciful benefactors 
Merciful children 
Merciful children of the merciful 
Father 
Merciful master liberator 
Merciful one 

Merciful world benefactors 
Messenger 
Messenger of God 
Messenger of peace 
Midgets (Baba’s new 
child) 
Mighthouse 
Mirror 
Mobile master teacher 
Most beautiful, number one 
showpiece in the showcase of 
the world 
Most beloved 
Most beloved children 
Most beloved friends 
Most beloved Godfatherly 
students 
Most beloved obedient 
servants 
Most elevated 
Most elevated actors 
Most elevated beings 
Most elevated beings of satyug 
Most elevated being who follow 
the highest code of conduct 
Most elevated Brahmin souls 
Most elevated Brahmins of the 
confluence age 
Most elevated confluence-aged 
Brahmin soul 
Most elevated creation 
Most elevated decoration of the 
Brahmin clan 
Most elevated deities 
Most elevated deities at the 
confluence age 
Most elevated deities of satyug 
Most elevated examples in 
front of the world 
Most elevated human beings 
Most elevated humans of all 
Most elevated jewels of the 
Brahmin clan 
Most elevated knowledgeable 
souls 
Most elevated men and women 
Most elevated mouth-born 
progeny of Brahma 
Most elevated number one 
beings 
Most elevated of all 
Most elevated of human beings 
Most elevated of humans 
Most elevated of the entire 
world 



Children’s Titles 
 

Most elevated ones 
Most elevated satopradhan 
ones 
Most elevated sun dynasty 
ones 
Most elevated yogis 
Most fortunate soul 
Most lucky stars 
Most senior deities 
Most serviceable child of Baba 
Most serviceable children 
Most valuable servants of 
Bharat 
Most wonderful, great incognito 
Authority 
Mother guru 
Mothers of Bharat 
Mothers of the world 
Moths 
Mouth-born adopted creation 
Mouth-born Brahmins 
Mouth-born creation 
Mouth-born progeny of Brahma 
Multi, multi, multi million times 
lucky souls 
Multi-million times fortunate 
Multi-million times fortunate 
soul 
Multi-millionaires 
Multi-million-fold instruments 
Murlidhar 
 
Narayan 
Natural yogis 
Needle 
New creation 
New ones 
New world maker 
Nightingales of knowledge 
Non-supreme souls 
Non-violent army 
Non-violent deity religion 
Non-violent full of all virtues 16 
celestial degrees full 
completely viceless 
Non-violent ones 
Non-violent unknown warriors 
Non-violent vaishnavs 
Number one 
Number one artists 
Number one elevated ones 
Number one elevated soul 
Number one in giving 
Number one masters of the 
world 

Number one obedient soul 
Number one pure ones 
Number one self-sovereign 
Number one special souls 
Number one spiritual teacher 
Numberwise  
Numberwise army 
Numberwise buds 
Numberwise effort-makers 
Nurses 
 
Obedient children 
Obedient, faithful and complete 
helpers of the Father 
Obedient ones 
Obedient servant 
Obedient soul 
Observer 
Ocean of bhakti 
Ocean of bliss 
Ocean of happiness 
Ocean of knowledge 
Ocean of love 
Ocean of peace 
Ocean of purity 
Old bhagats 
Old children 
Old ones 
Old trees 
Oldest bhagats of all 
Oldest emperors and 
empresses of the world 
One hundred per cent fortunate 
One hundred per cent viceless 
One in constant bloom 
One who creates the new 
world and a new life 
One who destroys evil 
One who grants blessings 
One who has a right to the 
kingdom 
One who has complete rights 
One who has good wishes 
One who has mercy on others 
One who has unlimited 
disinterest 
One who holds all the 
ornaments 
One who is constantly alert 
One who is stable on the seat 
of being trikaldarshi 
One who is worthy to sit in a 
temple 
One who removes all sickness 
One who shakes Maya 

One who wears the crown of 
light 
One who wears the crown of 
responsibility 
One with all powers 
Ones seated on the heart 
throne 
Ones who are loved by God 
Ones who are taught by God 
Ones who are without an 
image 
Ones who are worthy to be 
worshipped 
Ones who awaken everyone 
Ones who battle with Maya 
Ones who conquer Ravan 
Ones who fight with Maya 
Ones who fly 
Ones who give light 
Ones who give the blessings of 
heaven 
Ones who have the crown 
Ones who have the third eye. 
Ones who have value 
Ones who stay in their stage of 
self-respect 
Ones with a broad intellect 
Ones with a clean intellect 
Ones with a crown 
Ones with a divine intellect 
Ones with a double crown 
Ones with a loving intellect 
Ones with a merciful heart 
Ones with a sensible intellect 
Ones with all the powers 
Ones with civil eyes 
Ones with divine virtues 
Ones with the greatest 
personality 
Ones with the most elevated 
fortune 
Ones with three eyes 
Ordinary innocent ones 
Original and eternal children 
Original and eternal clan 
Original eternal deities 
Original eternal deity of heaven 
Original eternal deity religion of 
Bharat 
Original eternal hindus 
Original eternal kings and 
queens 
Original eternal ones 
Original eternal people 
Original jewel 



Children’s Titles 
 

Ornaments 
Overflowing Ganges of love 
 
Patra (worthy) 
Patient 
Pandava Government 
Pandav army 
Pandav community 
Pandavs 
Pandavs of the divine 
community 
Parlokik children 
Parrots 
Parvatis 
Passengers for the far-away 
land 
Pawn-brokers 
Peacock-feather-crowned 
princes and princesses 
Pearls 
People of Brahma 
People of heaven 
People of satyug 
People of the spiritual army 
Perfect angels 
Perfect idol 
Perfect image 
Philanthropist 
Pilot 
Player 
Powerful and strong 
Powerful diamond 
Powerful master almighty 
authority 
Powerful mirror 
Powerful one 
Powerful servers 
Powerful soul 
Power-house 
Practical embodiment of all the 
teachings 
Praiseworthy, complete and 
perfect 
Prajapita Brahma Kumars and 
Kumaris 
Prakash stambh (tower of light) 
Praneshwar children (children 
of the Lord of Life) 
Prince of heaven 
Princes and Princesses 
Princes of heaven 
Princes of princes 
Princes of the new world 
Princesses of heaven 

Property of the Unlimited 
Father 
Prosperous 
Pure angels 
Pure beggar soul 
Pure charitable souls 
Pure deities 
Pure deities of satyug 
Pure emperors and empresses 
Pure flowers 
Pure goddesses 
Pure gold 
Pure living beings 
Pure masters of the golden age 
Pure ones 
Pure ones of satyug 
Pure people 
Pure souls 
Pure students 
Pure yogi 
Pure, elevated, charitable souls 
Purifier 
Purifier soul 
Purshottam (the most elevated 
human being of all) 
 
Queens 
Queens of Paradise 
Queens of the floor 
 
Raaz-yukt (one who 
understands the significance of 
everything) 
Raj Dulari children (royal 
specially beloved children) 
Raj rajeshwari 
Raj rishis 
Raja Yogi sannyasis 
Raj yogis 
Raja yogis 
Rama community 
Rama’s army 
Real 
Real diamonds 
Real gold 
Real human beings 
Real jewellery 
Real lovers 
Real ornaments 
Real spiritual diamonds 
Real strong children 
Redeemer of sins 
Refugees 
Regard-worthy 

Religious and most powerful 
ones 
Remover of obstacles 
Removers of sorrow 
Renunciate soul 
Renunciates 
Resident of the original land 
Resident of the pure world 
Residents of Brahmand 
Residents of heaven 
Residents of Paramdham 
Residents of parlok 
Residents of the avyakt region 
Residents of the confluence 
Residents of the faraway land 
Residents of the golden and 
silver ages 
Residents of the great brahm 
element 
Residents of the home of 
sweet silence 
Residents of the incorporeal 
world 
Residents of the land of fairies 
Residents of the land of 
Krishna 
Residents of the land of 
liberation 
Residents of the land of 
nirvana 
Residents of the land of peace 
Residents of the land of silence 
Residents of the powerful age 
Residents of the subtle region 
Residents of the supreme 
abode 
Residents of the Temple of 
Shiva 
Residents of the unlimited 
world 
Residents of the very elevated 
temple of Shiva 
Residents of the world that is 
without an image 
Responsible soul 
Revolving lighthouse 
Richest 
Richest in the kalpa 
Right hands  
Righteous and charitable soul 
Rivers 
Rivers and lakes 
Rivers of knowledge 
Rocket 
Rosary of Rudra 



Children’s Titles 
 

Rose flower 
Roses 
Royal children 
Royal effort-makers 
Royal people 
Royal soul 
Royal students 
Rubies 
Ruler of the mind 
Rulers 
Rulers of the globe 
Rulers of the globe of satyug 
Rulers of the globe of the new 
world 
Rup 
Rup and basant 
 
Saaz-yukt (one who is musical) 
Saccharine 
Saint in your stage 
Saint who is a great soul 
Saints 
Salesmen of the imperishable 
jewels of knowledge 
Saligrams 
Saligram children 
Salvation army 
Sample 
Sandlewood tree 
Sannyasis 
Sannyasis of the unlimited 
Sapling 
Satguru 
Satisfied soul 
Satopradhan deities 
Satopradhan effort-makers 
Satopradhan golden-aged 
most elevated residents of 
heaven 
Satopradhan masters of the 
world 
Searchlight 
Seers of the three aspects of 
time 
Self-benefactors 
Self-ruler 
Self-sovereign 
Self-sovereign conquerors of 
Maya 
Self-sovereign king 
Self-sovereign soul 
Self-transformer 
Sensible 
Sensible children 
Sensible ones 

Sensible soul 
Servants 
Servants of God 
Servants of the Government 
Servants of the yagya 
Server children 
Servers 
Serviceable beloved children 
Serviceable children 
Serviceable diamonds 
Serviceable guides 
Serviceable instrument souls 
Serviceable maharathi children 
Shakti Army 
Shakti army of Shiv Baba 
Shakti army of the almighty 
authority 
Shaktis 
Sheetla devis (the ones who 
cools everyone down) 
Shining star 
Shining star of hope 
Shiv Baba's adopted children 
Shiv Baba’s agents 
Shiv Baba’s army 
Shiv Baba’s children 
Shiv Baba’s family 
Shiv Baba’s followers 
Shiv Baba’s gopikas 
Shiv Baba’s heirs 
Shiv Baba’s long-lost and now-
found children 
Shiv Baba’s messengers 
Shiv Baba’s Shakti army 
Shiv Baba’s Shakti Pandava 
army 
Shiv Shakti army 
Shiv Shakti goddesses of the 
confluence age 
Shiv Shakti maharathi army 
Shiva dynasty 
Shyam-sundar (the ugly and 
beautiful ones) 
Sikiladhe children (long-lost 
and now-found) 
Silk queen 
Simple and easy-natured yogis 
Simple samples 
Sitas 
Sitas of the one Rama 
Small adopted child 
Small star 
Social workers 
Son of the Father 
Son of the silence Father 

Sons 
Sons and daughters of the 
Unlimited Father 
Sons of God 
Sons of Shiva 
Sons of the emperors 
Soul 
Soul conscious 
Soul conscious children 
Soul conscious deities 
Soul conscious people 
Soul free from all bondage 
Souls who are full with all 
attainments 
Souls who become similar to 
the Father 
Souls who constantly remain 
content 
Souls who grant blessings 
Souls who have claimed all 
rights every kalpa 
Souls who uplift the world 
Sovereign 
Sparkling angel 
Sparkling diamond 
Sparkling jewel 
Sparkling star 
Sparkling star of the world 
Sparrows 
Speakers of knowledge 
Special actor 
Special alokik soul 
Special and fortunate souls 
Special children 
Special decoration of the 
Brahmin family 
Special deities 
Special deities of the bhagats 
Special elevated souls 
Special elevated wealthy souls 
Special hero actor 
Special images 
Special important soul 
Special instrument souls 
Special ones 
Special servers 
Special soul of the special age 
Special souls 
Special sparkling lucky star 
Special VIP’s 
Specially beloved sweet lovely 
and co-operative self-
transformer children of the 
Father 
Specially chosen jewels  



Children’s Titles 
 

Specially loved children 
Specially lovedBaba’s worthy 
helpers 
Specially selected elevated 
souls 
Spinner of the discus of self-
realization 
Spirits  
Spiritual 
Spiritual and merciful 
Spiritual army 
Spiritual army of the spiritual 
Father 
Spiritual beings 
Spiritual Brahmins 
Spiritual children 
Spiritual community 
Spiritual Godly helpers 
Spiritual guides 
Spiritual images of attraction 
Spiritual leaders 
Spiritual lovers of the Spiritual 
Beloved 
Spiritual magicians 
Spiritual mahavirs 
Spiritual military 
Spiritual mirrors 
Spiritual passengers 
Spiritual pilgrim 
Spiritual rocket 
Spiritual rose 
Spiritual salvation army 
Spiritual server 
Spiritual social workers 
Spiritual soldiers 
Spiritual spirits 
Spiritual warriors 
Stable 
Star who has determined 
thoughts 
Stars 
Stars of BapDada’s eyes 
Stars of BapDada’s hopes 
Stars of Gods eyes 
Stars of gyan and yoga 
Stars of hope 
Stars of knowledge 
Stars of success 
Stars of the corporeal world 
Stars of the earth 
Stars of the eyes 
Stars of the world 
Stick 
Stick for the blind 
Strong brick 

Strong mahavir 
Strong souls 
Student 
Students of God 
Students of the Pandava  
Government 
Students of the Purifier Father 
Students of the unlimited 
Father 
Subtle angel 
Subtle effort-maker 
Sukhdev (deities of happiness) 
Sun dynasty emperors and 
empresses 
Sun dynasty empresses 
Sun dynasty of knowledge 
Sun dynasty people 
Sun dynasty souls 
Sun dynasty souls of satyug 
Support in service 
Support of the world 
Supreme deities 
Supremely obedient soul 
Supremely pure soul 
Surgeons of all surgeons 
Swadarshanchakradhari 
Swan 
Sweet and beautiful 
Sweet children 
Sweet flower 
Sweet living moths 
Sweet saccharine 
Sweet saligram 
Sweet sweet residents of 
Bharat 
Sweetest effort-making 
children 
Sweetest flower-like children 
Sweetest long lost and now 
found children 
Sweetest long-lost and now-
found swadarshanchakradhari 
children who are the decoration 
of the Brahmin clan 
Sweetest spiritual children 
Swimmers 
 
Tangar (type of flower) 
Tapaswi soul 
Teacher 
Theist 
Those who are beyond sound 
Those who have unlimited 
disinterest 
Those with a divine intellect 

Tiny dot 
Tiny point 
Tiny rocket 
Tiny soul 
Tiny star 
Tireless 
Tollput (sweet children) 
Topaz 
Top-knot 
Top-knot Brahmins 
Top-knot of Brahmins 
Top-knots of the variety-form 
image 
Totally co-operative companion 
children 
Towers of happiness 
Tower of power 
Tower of light 
Transformers 
Transformers of nature 
Traveller 
Traveller children 
Travellers of the night 
Travellers of the pilgrimage of 
remembrance 
Treasure store 
Treasure store of happiness 
Treasure-store of all powers 
Tree of divine flowers 
Trikaldarshi 
Trikaldarshi (seers of the three 
aspects of time) 
Trilokinath (knowers of the 
three worlds) 
Trimurti loving souls 
Trimurti star 
Trinetri (one with the third eye) 
True and accurate server 
True brahmacharis 
True brahmins 
True Brahmins of the Father 
True businessmen 
True buzzing moths 
True decoration of the Brahmin 
clan 
True diamonds 
True donors 
True draupadis 
True effort-makers 
True emperors 
True friend 
True ganges of knowledge 
True gold 
True great souls 
True helpers of God 



Children’s Titles 
 

True Laksmis and Sitas 
True human beings 
True living Brahmins 
True lovers 
True lovers of the first-class 
Beloved 
True mahatmas  
True mahavirs 
True Meeras of knowledge 
True messengers 
True mouth-born Brahmins 
True Narayan 
True ones 
True ornaments 
True renunciates 
True servants of Bharat 
True server 
True spiritual Brahmins 
True spiritual lighthouses 
True spiritual salvation army 
True spiritual servers 
True spiritual social workers  
True tapaswi 
True trustee 
True vaishnav 
True Vyas 
True world server 
True yogis 
Truly beloved soul 
Truly enlightened and yogi 
Trunk 
Trustee 
Truth 
Truth and living 
Truth and living beings 
Twenty-four carat gold 
 
Unadulterated 
Unique 
Unknown warrior 
Unlimited actors 
Unlimited ancestor 
Unlimited bestower 
Unlimited children 
Unlimited constantly co-
operative companions 
Unlimited embodiment of all 
attainments 
Unlimited family 
Unlimited instrument of service 
Unlimited jewel 
Unlimited lovers 
Unlimited master 
Unlimited renunciates 
Unlimited sannyasis 

Unlimited server 
Unlimited spiritual children 
Unlimited students 
Unlimited world benefactor 
Unlimited world mothers 
Unshakeable 
Unshakeable and immovable 
 
Valuable as a diamond 
Valuable diamond 
Valuable jewel 
Valuable jewel of BapDada 
Valuable treasure of God 
Velvet queen 
Very ancient lovers 
Very fast rocket 
Very fragrant flower 
Very good children 
Very good constructors 
Very good jewels 
Very good old trees 
Very good Raj yogis 
Very good sensible children 
Very good teacher 
Very happy residents of 
heaven 
Very important people 
Very lovely children 
Very old lovers 
Very pure and charitable soul 
Very special beloved children 
Very special children 
Very special ones 
Very sweet children 
Very sweet flowers 
Very tiny dot 
Very tiny rocket 
Very valuable decorations 
Viceless 
Viceless and double-crowned 
Viceless beings 
Viceless deities 
Viceless masters of the world 
Viceless ones 
Victorious beads of the rosary 
of victory 
Victorious conqueror of Maya 
Victorious jewel 
Victorious jewels of the 
confluence age 
Victorious master 
Victorious ones 
Victorious souls 
Virtuous 
Vishnu community 

Vyakt  Brahmins 
 
Walking moving angels 
Walking talking spinners of the 
discus of self-realization 
Wandering yogi 
Warriors 
Warriors of the spiritual army 
Wealthy master of the world 
Wealthy one 
Wealthy with the most elevated 
wealth 
Well-wisher fo everyone 
Wholesale businessmen 
Wise soul 
Wonderful sparkling star 
Wonderful students 
World almighty authority deites 
World benefactor 
World benefactor responsible 
souls 
World benefactor souls 
World emperors 
World emperors and 
empresses 
World father 
World mother 
World ruler 
World servant 
World server 
World sovereign 
World transformer  
World transformer children 
World transformer companions 
Worship worthy kings of kings 
Worship-worthy deities 
Worship-worthy deities of 
Bharat 
Worship-worthy double-
crowned deities 
Worship-worthy form 
Worship-worthy masters of the 
world 
Worship-worthy one 
Worship-worthy soul 
Worth a pound 
Worthy 
Worthy Brahmin 
Worthy child 
Worthy children 
Worthy children of the world 
Worthy masters of the world 
Worthy of heaven 
Worthy of praise 
Worthy of respect 
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Worthy of worship 
Worthy of worship kings of 
kings 
Worthy of worship residents of 
heaven 
Worthy right hands 
Worthy serviceable souls 
 
Vaishnavs 
Yogeshwar 
Yogi 
Yogi and co-operative 
Yogi children 
Yogi rishis 
Yogi soul 
Yogiraj (king of yoga) 
Yogis 
Yogis of the most auspicious 
confluence age 
Yogyukt 
Yog-yukt people 
Yogyukt serviceable children 
Young flowers 
Yukti-yukt 
Zero 
 
Residents of the incorporeal 
land 
Non-violent children 
Bead of the rosary of victory 
Masters of Brahmand 
Flowers of knowledge 
Embodiments of silence 
Kings of the new world 
Father's children 
Double-crowned kings (11/22) 


